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Message from CEO and Board Chair
They say hindsight is 20-20 but for us 2020 is
a year of looking both forward and back.
We can look back at three fantastic years with
Pat Quealey at the helm as CEO. We would be
fortunate indeed to find someone as capable.
I would like to thank all members of the Board
of Governors for their continued assistance
and support over this past year. Special thanks
to Ken Burton, who stepped in to assume an
interim leadership role that will help ensure
a seamless and effective transition to the
new CEO.
It is time to look forward, and we have
completed the rigorous selection process to
determine who will lead us into a new era.
We look forward to welcoming Bill Riggs as CEO
beginning March 2020. This is an exciting time
and the new CEO will have a lot on his plate.
Fortunately, he will have a fantastic team
at headquarters and will inherit a strong
organization with excellent stations and a
strong financial position.
When we look back to last summer we see the
eyes of the world looking back at us. As the host
of the World Maritime Rescue Congress, we
had rescue organizations from each corner of
the world come to Vancouver. RCMSAR hosted
a world class event where people made new
connections, new friends and learned from
the world’s best. We showed that we deserve
to stand among the top maritime rescue
organizations in the world.

This includes welcoming a sixth region with
Coastal First Nations. RCMSAR has been quick
to offer assistance as they get their feet under
them including providing training at our world
class simulator in Sooke.
The new CEO and all of RCMSAR have a lot to
consider as we focus on the future. One of the
first responsibilities of the new position will be
our strategic plan. This will require the input
and knowledge of the entire organization.
How do we keep people engaged in the face of
lower call volumes? How do we demonstrate
value to our Provincial partners while meeting
our national Coast Guard obligations? How do
we continue building on our improved
relationship with Coast Guard? How do we make
sure we are financially stable and can support
our fleet, training and operations? How can we
ensure that every time we go out, we do it as
safely, efficiently and effectively as possible?
These are all questions we have to answer
and I am looking forward to working through
these with all of you. We don’t have 20-20
future vision but I have confidence in the
organization. RCMSAR has always found a way
to build and improve each year and we will
continue that tradition as we look forward to
this new era.

We can look back at what I feel was a very
positive year at National. The five original
regions appear to agree on the proper role of
the National organization. We are in the process
of revising the bylaws of National for the future.
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Chris Gouglas
Board Chair

It has been a pleasure to serve as the Interim CEO of
RCMSAR for the past few months. The dedication of the
volunteers – throughout the entire organization – is
truly remarkable. Very few organizations, operating at a
Regional level, have the ability to touch each and every
community in such a direct personal and relevant
manner.
The staff at HQ work hard to support the stations in
the field and offer up world class training, support and
assistance through a wide range of challenges. They
lobby the Coast Guard, every level of Government and
organizations with passion and purpose. All towards the
goal of “saving lives on water”. To them I offer my deep
appreciation for all their hard work.
The success of the World Maritime Rescue Conference
speaks volumes to what can be accomplished with
sincere efforts, teamwork and in pursuit of a common
goal. Congratulations to all who had a hand in that
event. It certainly put RCMSAR into the world spotlight.
Special thanks to the Canadian Coast Guard and all the
supporters and sponsors.
My appreciation to the members of the Board of
Governors for the opportunity to work in such an
intimate manner with RCMSAR. The stage has been
set for a new CEO to take RCMSAR into this decade
with enthusiasm and unwavering support from the
communities we serve, the staff and our partners at the
Canadian Coast Guard.

Captain Kenneth K Burton
M.O.M
Chief Executive Officer

Conducting Our Mission
RCMSAR is BC’s foremost charity saving lives on the
water, and we depend on community support to
help us meet the cost of supporting our volunteers.
Our volunteer rescue crews give their time in
communities throughout BC for free, but they need
training, well-maintained equipment, rescue boats and
onshore facilities. The funding we receive ensures our
volunteers are trained effectively to save lives and
stay safe.
We are careful stewards of the money we receive from
key funding partners and private donors and we are
proud of our track record as an efficient and dynamic
non-profit organization serving the entire province.
RCMSAR is grateful for the support of our leading
funding partners in 2019:
• Canadian Coast Guard supporting search and rescue
operations: $1,312,000
• Province of British Columbia Community Gaming
Grants to RCMSAR training centre to support
training centre and individual stations’ vessel
and equipment purchases: $1,142,860

“

• The TK Foundation to strengthen RCMSAR presence
in the province: $69,130
Interagency operability is critical for the SAR
missions conducted on our coast. SAR Pods
and training between RCMSAR and the CCG provides
a level of familiarity and expertise that ensures
whatever the tasking, the job will get done safely.”
— Trent Tabor, Canadian Coast Guard, Deputy
Superintendent Search and Rescue – Western Region

Please find detailed Financial Reports demonstrating
our record of excellent fiscal stewardship under
About Us on the RCMSAR website.
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2019 Highlights

Our volunteers conducted
over 400 missions

Our volunteers saved
$9,176,000 in property

Our volunteers participated
in 2,608 training exercises

Our volunteers saved and
assisted 376 people

Over 960 members
volunteered at our stations

Our volunteers took part in
1,449 classroom training
sessions

Our rescue crews spent
711 hours on search and
rescue missions

Our stations responded
to 32% of all marine SAR
calls on BC’s coast

Our volunteers spent 8,998
hours on classroom and
on-water training exercises
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Supporting our People Wounded Warriors
Partnership
Bell, Jeff (2019, April 24th). Wounded Warriors to offer support to
marine search-and-rescue groups. Times Colonist. Retrieved from
www.timescolonist.com

Royal Canadian Marine Search and Rescue, whose
members save people’s lives along B.C.’s coast and
throughout the Interior, announced a new partnership
this week with Wounded Warriors Canada.
Jacqueline Zweng, Victoria ambassador for Wounded
Warriors Canada, said the search-and-rescue personnel
now have access to Wounded Warrior programs. That
includes group therapy, counselling in a clinical setting
and help with stress-related problems.
The mission “is to normalize that conversation and
provide the support for those people who have to do
and see things in their line of duty,” Zweng said.
“This kind of partnership, what it does is it allows the
members of the organization to stand up and say:
‘It’s OK to talk about mental-health issues such as
[post-traumatic stress disorder].’”
David Best, station leader and a coxswain at Victoria’s
Station 35 marine search-and-rescue unit, said the job
of a search-and-rescue volunteer can be tough.
“For some of us, we don’t do this in our regular life,”
he said. “We have office jobs or many different types
of lines of work that are nowhere close to this.
“PTSD and dealing with the grief of not finding
someone, it can weigh heavily on a volunteer.”
Not everyone wants to admit they need help, Best said.
“I think a lot of the guys you see around here, they’re
pretty independent, pretty strong, sometimes
thick-headed like myself and they don’t like to admit
to any failures or any weaknesses.”
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Stephane Marcotte with his service dog, Sarge.
Photograph By TIMES COLONIST

Pat Quealey, CEO of the search and rescue group, said it responds to an average of 800 calls
each year, with about 80 per cent involving “some form of danger or distress for the people that
we’re saving.”
“So that has its cumulative effects and certainly we want to make sure our responders are resilient
and strong, and able to talk about the challenges they face,” said Quealey, who initiated the
partnership.
He said the group has 33 stations in as many communities, with a total of about 1,000 volunteers
province-wide.
Stéphane Marcotte, who attended the Wednesday gathering with his service dog, Sarge, said
Wounded Warriors Canada programs made a huge difference for him after he was diagnosed with
PTSD following 28 years in the navy. He is now a Wounded Warriors Canada volunteer.
Without the programs, “I would be home right now in my basement,” he said.
Zweng said it’s hoped that other search-and-rescue groups will also partner with Wounded Warriors
and take advantage of its programs. The organization began as an initiative serving people from the
Canadian Forces, but now includes other first responders.

Developing our People
RCMSAR provides the most comprehensive
volunteer marine rescue training program in Canada.
Our volunteer crew members commit to a rigorous
and professional training program to develop the skills
required for conducting marine search and rescue
missions in BC’s often treacherous coastal waters.
Our 25-acre Training Centre in East Sooke provides
an exceptional learning environment for hundreds
of volunteer crew members from throughout the
region. Through RCMSAR’s training program, students
learn seamanship, navigation, search and rescue,
communications, first aid, leadership, teamwork and
techniques for dealing with the stress that can result
from traumatic rescue and recovery missions.
RCMSAR crew members took part in a number of
multi-agency training exercises in 2019, working
closely with partnering organizations to improve
interoperability, readiness and emergency
humanitarian aid support.

Training highlights in 2019 include:
• Delivery of 14 Coxswain Leadership Courses
with 66 RCMSAR members attending
• Completion of 18 Canadian Coast Guard
(CCG) Rigid Hull Inflatable Operator Training
(RHIOT) seats
• Delivery of two CCG Coastal First Nations SAR
courses for 10 students

Premier John Horgan and Mitzi Dean,
MLA Esquimalt-Metchosin tour RCMSAR’s property at HQ
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• Delivery of two-day skills refresher training
sessions at HQ TC allowing members to hone
their skills through scenario-based simulator
training
• Delivery of Marine Navigation course to
4 Canada Border Services Agency officers

World Maritime Rescue
Congress 2019
With an eye to shaping maritime search and
rescue operations of the future, SAR practitioners,
international industry and government officials
came together for the International Maritime
Rescue Federation’s World Maritime Rescue Congress
(WMRC 2019), which took place for the first time in
North America June 15-18, 2019 at the Vancouver
Convention Centre.
Royal Canadian Marine Search and Rescue, with the
support of key partner agencies, hosted over 500
delegates, 180 organizations and search and rescue
experts from 40 countries for a truly unique two-day
learning opportunity. SAR practitioners from around
the world benefited from shared lessons learned and
gained insights into best practices, innovations and
technologies that will help save lives.
This dynamic event was the International Maritime
Rescue Federation’s fourth World Maritime Rescue
Congress, and it offered exceptional opportunities
for maritime search and rescue professionals,
industry and governments to learn from each other
and to explore new approaches, while benefiting
from very diverse experiences.
WMRC included exciting live SAR demonstrations
in the waters of Vancouver Harbour, simulating
dangerous scenarios often encountered by SAR
members across B.C.’s coastline. Demonstrations
were comprised of participants from Royal Canadian
Marine Search and Rescue, Canadian Coast Guard,
Royal Canadian Air Force, Royal Canadian Navy,
the United States Coast Guard and local response
agencies.
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“

We are privileged to be bringing together so many SAR practitioners from around the
world and welcoming them to Canada. This Congress is truly a team effort and our
generous sponsors and partner agencies like the Canadian Coast Guard and the Canadian Armed
Forces have helped provide our international colleagues a wonderful program to develop our
collective search and rescue readiness.”
						
— Pat Quealey, Chief Executive Officer (former) RCMSAR

World Maritime Rescue
Congress 2019 continued...
Onlookers from the public watched Canadian Coast
Guard (CCG) hovercraft rescue crews, Royal Canadian
Marine SAR vessels and a Vancouver fire boat respond
to a burning vessel where passengers were forced to
abandon ship into the icy waters of Vancouver harbour
where the exciting rescue unfolded, or watched while
a pair of kayakers overturned by a reckless power
boater were rescued by a Royal Canadian Air Force
(RCAF) Cormorant SAR Helicopter hoist operation.
The SAR Demonstrations highlighted the unparalleled
community of responders in B.C. who keep citizens
safe every day. As WMRC 2019 hosts and ambassadors,
RMCSAR is grateful for the team effort of colleagues
from the United States Coast Guard, Canadian Coast
Guard, the Canadian Armed Forces, local first
responders, the Port of Vancouver and the many
sponsors and exhibitors who supported the Congress
development.
It is that spirit of collaboration and unity of effort that
RCMSAR hopes will remain with participants in fond
memories of this Congress for years to come, and
RCMSAR continues to be grateful for the camaraderie
and ability to share and learn with fellow maritime
search and rescue responders.

1

www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/drowning
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“

The World Health Organization1 estimates that 360,000 people drown in the worlds’ 		
waters every year, but if it wasn’t for the skills and bravery of search and rescue teams
around the world that figure would be much higher.”
— Theresa Crossley, CEO,
International Maritime Rescue Federation (IMRF)

Award-Winning
Volunteers
RCMSAR’s volunteers are our greatest strength.
Prepared to respond at a moment’s notice, they
spend thousands of hours in preparation and training
to give back to their communities and respond to
potentially dangerous missions on the water.
The RCMSAR recognition program acknowledges the
tremendous contributions of our volunteers through
existing and newly established awards at the local,
organizational, provincial, national and international
level. This year, we recognized the achievements of
our colleagues and crewmates. These award winners
represent countless hours of selfless dedication.

CEO Commendation
Lorne Erickson Station 59 Deep Bay
Lorne was the sole coxswain at Station 59 –
Deep Bay for much of 2019. He logged over
5,000 hours of standby time and continues
to be the primary daytime coxswain on call.
Lorne’s willingness to be on call allowed the
station to remain operational while efforts to
recruit new members were underway. His
enthusiasm was infectious and proved vital to
the long-term viability of Station 59.

Volunteer of the Year
Aaron Harnden
Station 10 – Richmond
Aaron has shown an unparalleled
commitment not only to his station
but to the RCMSAR organization.
His volunteer hours speak for
themselves, but perhaps do not
capture the zeal with which he has
performed his duties in every capacity. He goes
deep below the surface in understanding the inner
workings of this organization and uses that
knowledge to help in every facet. He is also not one
of those just out to drive a boat. He has made the
entire organization better by being all parts of what
RCMSAR does as a Pleasure Craft Operator Card
checker, crew member, trainer, station leader,
coxswain and overall ambassador for RCMSAR,
all while maintaining one of the highest on-water
training and mission times of the station.
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Lorne Erickson

John Johnston

John Johnston RCMSAR Headquarters
John has provided outstanding support,
guidance and mentorship to RCMSAR. John has
been instrumental in modernizing the Human
Resource policies and resources available to
the organization and bringing RCMSAR into
compliance with legislative requirements and
regulations. Most importantly, John has
approached his duties with professionalism,
diligence, empathy and compassion, working
with leadership to resolve sometimes sensitive
and challenging situations. John is a stalwart
supporter of the RCMSAR mission and believes
in the value of our greatest strength: our people
who have committed to volunteer service.

Marko Kessler Station 64 Prince Rupert
Marko provided outstanding leadership in
the delivery of RCMSAR’s Station Safety Audit
program and is a champion for advancing the
safety management system. In addition to
being RCMSAR’s de facto
ambassador for Northern
British Columbia, Marko
selflessly contributes
countless hours along
with his safety audit
team to support station
readiness and vessel
safety across the
organization.

Did You Know...
Marko Kessler will be the recipient of the
Sovereign’s Medal for Volunteers. His efforts
were recognized with his nomination by
Station 64 – Prince Rupert and RCMSAR
Headquarters within the Awards and
Recognition Program during last year’s
nomination process. This honour, part of the
very prestigious Canadian Honours program,
is issued by the Governor General of Canada
and pays tribute to the passion, dedication
and commitment to community of volunteers
who embody the caring country we aspire to
build. Celebration events are being planned to
recognize Marko’s hard-earned achievements
and well-deserved recognition.

Canadian Coast Guard Auxiliary Honours
RCMSAR provides marine search and rescue with
funding from the Coast Guard Auxiliary Program.
Nationally, the CCGA honours its volunteers for their
service and recognizes heroism, leadership, merit
and service milestones.
In 2019, a number of RCMSAR recipients were
recognized for exceptional contributions in service
and leadership.

LEADERSHIP MEDAL

LONG SERVICE AWARDS

Ruth Sharun
Mladen Zuvich
Bob Hodgson
Geoffrey Gould

Brian Congdon

Station 27 – Nanaimo
Station 27 – Nanaimo
Station 60 – Comox
Station 64 – Prince Rupert

MEDAL OF ADMINISTRATIVE EXCELLENCE
David Croal
Ian Arklie

Station 14 – Gibsons
Station 39 – Port Alberni

Station 38 – Ucluelet
Member since 1980
Geoffrey P. Gould Station 64 – Prince Rupert
Member since 1982
Barry Hastings
Station 10 – Richmond
Member since 1983
Alex Muir
Station 33 – Oak Bay
Member since 1984
Anthony Smith
Station 60 – Comox
Member since 1986
Bruce L. Jones
Station 59 – Deep Bay/Bowser
Member since 1989
Duncan Peacock Station 63 – Kitimat
Member since 1991
Curt Hansen
Station 60 – Comox
Member since 1993
Ryan Woodward Station 5 - Crescent Beach
Member since 1994
David J. Payne
Station 38 – Ucluelet
Member since 1994
Greg Miller
Station 10 - Richmond
Member since 1994

OPERATIONAL MERIT MEDAL
STATION 2 – NORTH VANCOUVER
Henri Menage
Randy Strandt
Bruce Chan
Ryan Stelting
Dan Wright
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Lifeboat Crew Exhange
TRAINING ABROAD WITH THE
SWEDISH SEA RESCUE SOCIETY
What do lifeboat crews from Germany, Norway, Finland,
Sweden, the UK, the Netherlands, France, Estonia,
Portugal, Croatia, Bulgaria and Latvia, Russia and Canada
all have in common?
They have all taken part in the International Maritime
Rescue Federation’s 8th European Lifeboat Crew
Exchange!
Launched in 2012, the program runs each September
and brings volunteers from lifeboat organizations across
Europe and Canada together to train, share best practice
and learn from each other.
In 2019, 72 maritime search and rescue professionals
from 14 countries took part – including Shawn Burchett,
Deputy Station Leader and coxswain with Station 2,
North Vancouver.
Burchett travelled to Sweden, spending a week
training and learning with the Swedish Sea Rescue
Society, a non-profit organisation that provides
maritime SAR on Swedish lakes and seas.
The SSRS runs 70 lifeboat stations, with over 200 rescue
vessels and over 2100 volunteers. Of these, more than
300 are on call at any given moment and can respond
to an emergency call within 15 minutes.
During the exchange, crew members took part in
simulated exercises, shared personal experiences of
complex rescue situations and learned new techniques
and skills – all to save lives at sea.
“This was a bucket list opportunity,” said Burchett.
“The week was amazing and everyone who has the
chance should grab it with both hands and enjoy.”
“I would go again as many times as I could, and I would
encourage any RCMSAR member who is travelling
abroad to reach out to a station or head office of the
organization in that country and ask to go visit.”
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The European Lifeboat Crew Exchange offers an extremely cost-effective way to develop each
team’s skills and expertise, but it’s the close collaborative bonds between SAR organisations that
hold the biggest reward.
“The camaraderie, fun and energy that was shared was truly the best thing about the week,” said
Burchett. “I don’t think I have ever smiled and laughed as much and for as long in my life – the team
members from SSRS and all the other countries made the week.”
“Boats and gear are cool, but the people are and should always be the best part of an organization
and they truly were. The memories of the week will fade, but the relationships should last forever.”

Looking Forward
to 2020
We are grateful for our many supporters as we pursue
our vision of excellence in community-based marine
safety.
You make it possible for us to provide exceptional
training to our volunteer crews, equip them with
life-saving vessels, and maintain round-the-clock
emergency coverage in communities along the
British Columbia coast and into the interior.
Thank you for helping us save lives on the water,
now and in the years to come. With your continued
support in 2020, RCMSAR looks forward to…
• Developing a new Strategic Plan (2020-2025)
to set the course for the next stage of RCMSAR’s
evolution as a key partner in marine safety and
overall emergency response while building on the
lessons and successes earned through 2016-2019’s
Strategic Plan.
• Carrying forward a continuous improvement
review cycle for governance, operational
effectiveness, fleet management, safety and
training standards and support to station
administration.
• Advancing critical emergency response and
training initiatives from early stages of
implementation to core operations.
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ROYAL CANADIAN MARINE

SEARCH & RESCUE
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SEARCH & RESCUE
info@rcmsar.com
1.800.665.4757
6040 East Sooke Road,
Sooke, BC
facebook.com/rcmsar
@RCM_SAR
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